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LTSF20 D2S4: Digital learning: Being successful in a post-

pandemic world 

David Wilson – General chat 
 

 
  Sarah Ratcliff: Welcome to “Digital Learning; being successful in a post pandemic 
world with David Wilson, CEO of Fosway and me, your facilitator, Sarah Ratcliff 
  Sarah Ratcliff: We’ll be starting at 12.15 UK time. 
  Sarah Ratcliff: The session will finish at 1pm UK time. 
  Sarah Ratcliff: The hashtag for the event is #LTSF20 
  Sarah Ratcliff: Our thanks go to today’s sponsor, docebo https://www.docebo.com/ 
  Sarah Ratcliff: The slides will be available to download at the end of this 
presentation. 
  Sarah Ratcliff: The recording, slides, chat and other supporting documents will be 
available from next week at: https://www.learningtechnologies.co.uk/digitalhub 
  Sarah Ratcliff: We have a very full session today, so sadly it will not be possible to 
answer every question.  
  Keith Quinn: Hi Sarah 
  Debbie Webb: Hi everyone 
  Uzma: Hello All from Berkshire, Sarah and Keith 
  Destinee Deely: Hello from Pennsylvania! 
  Debbie Webb: Peterborough UK 
  Keith Quinn: Calling from Fife in Scotland 
  Bartłomiej Polakowski: Greetings from Poland:) 
  Susannah Lowe: Ireland 
  Luke Hemming: Transylvania here! 
  Lesley: Hi from just outside Edinburgh! 
  Julie: Hi Sarah- Kenya, Nairobi  
  Iffaf Khan: Hello from Isleworth 
  Destinee Deely: US 
  Uzma: Yes, really informative sessions 
  James Booth: afternoon everyone.  I'm in Kent, it's cloudy again here :-( 
  Danhesree: Hello from Johannesburg, South Africa 
  Uzma: Welcome all 
  Donna: South Africa 
  Leah: Hi Sarah, from Cheshire, UK  
  Natalie: Natalie from Johannesburg 
  Geraldine Nelson: Hi from Ireland  
  Hanna Oldfield: I’m not a teacher 
  Donald H Taylor: Question from Sarah: what new things have you learned over the 
past two months? 
  Keith Quinn: Gaelic 
  Bartłomiej Polakowski: Everything is possible:) 
  Uzma: Fart. 
  James Booth: umm, scones, makes me hungry! 

https://www.docebo.com/
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  Donald H Taylor: Keith - Scots? 
  Uzma: Poo poo fart. 
  Gareth Brown: Clotted cream is essential for scones! 
  Geraldine Nelson: I’m still working so had no time to learn a new skill unfortunately.  
  harrisassociates@bluewin.ch: Tony Hello from Switzerland 
  Keith Quinn:@Donald H Taylor - Yes 
  Uzma: Faaaaaaaart. 
  Gareth Brown: Strawberry 
  Destinee Deely: Strawberry 
  James Booth: I’ve learned to be patient with my family, as I'm used to having the 
house to myself all day. 
  Gareth Brown: Which is first Jam or cream? 
  Iffaf Khan: I have learned how to do the downward-facing dog in yoga 
  Keith Quinn: Feasgar Mhath! 
  Uzma: FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFAAAAAAAAAAaart. 
  Dawn Smart: Hello from South Wales 
  Debbie Webb: The art of patience 
  Donald H Taylor: Debbie - I think I've found some of that, too 
  Lesley: Most of the good cycling routes in Midlothian! 
  Donald H Taylor: #LTSF20 
  Karoline: I have learned so much about how fast children adapt to digital learning. 
  Monica: I learned how to make Origami :-)  
  Monica: Improved baking/cooking skills 
  Uzma:(OMG My kids got to my laptop! I'm soooo sorry!) 
  Marina Vicente: Hi from Spain!  
  Donald H Taylor: Uzma - laughing!!!! 
  Geraldine Nelson: I used the time I would normally spend travelling to work and 
took up walking.   
  Uzma: I’m hugely embarrassed!!! 
  Uzma: LOL 
  Destinee Deely: We all have kids, it happens! 
  Lesley: Thanks, Uzma, that's made my day! 
  Debbie Webb: Patience needed Uzma 
  Keith Quinn:@Uzma isn't homeschooling fun? LOL 
  Uzma: It’s like that BBC guy.. this is recorded forever! 
  Donald H Taylor: The recording, slides, chat and other supporting documents will 
be available from next week at: https://www.learningtechnologies.co.uk/digitalhub  
  Donald H Taylor: I’ve been learning Spanish in an online group 
  Uzma:(yeah thanks Donald :/) hahaha 
  Donald H Taylor: the learning has been good, but it's been really difficulty finding 
the time 
  Marina Vicente:@donald... Muy bien!!! ;)  
  Donald H Taylor:(Uzma .... we can edit the chat, don't worry :)) 
  Susannah Lowe: Resourcefulness - by building things in the garden with the kids 
using things we can find around the garden! 
  Uzma::D 
  Monica:@Donald bien hecho! :-) 
  Donald H Taylor: Susannah - I love that! :) 

https://www.learningtechnologies.co.uk/digitalhub
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  Vicky Johnson: live webinars have been going down well in our company but it's 
also useful to be able to share the recording or share hintful tips from the session for 
people who couldn't attend 
  Astrid: I have learned about my own self-management skills 
  James Booth: I’ve been taken aback how people have adopted online meetings 
and now don’t expect perfect video and audio on TV interviews.  mass adoption 
made a huge difference 
  Keith Quinn:@Donald H Taylor excellent  
  Marina Vicente: I’ve learned how to do the perfect (online) slime with my students ;)  
  Donald H Taylor: James - absolutely 
  Sam: baking brownies and getting fat! :) 
  Mary Lewis: I watched a sketchnoting online session which has made me want to 
hone my drawing skills 
  Emma W: Uzma - that made my day haha 
  Uzma:@James Booth - that makes the embarrassment a little better. True 
  James Booth:@Uzma - the internet is never perfect, but often people expect it to be 
in the past 
  Uzma: LOL... I'll go a bit easy on him then :) 
  Virginie Chasseriau: Good afternoon everyone! I learnt to bake baguettes! And I'm 
very proud :D 
  Gareth Brown: Uzma - that was brilliant, the human touch Don’t worry! 
  Kate: Hola 
  Uzma:(multi-tasking with kids in the background) 
  Karen Chambers: Hello from Kent, UK - I've baked scones - clotted cream first 
please! 
  Donald H Taylor: A lot of people have been learning yoga 
  Astrid: oh, my I am getting hungry! 
  Sanjeev Kumar: Hello from Bangalore, India 
  Alan Jerram: A little bit of green fingered, veg growing too! 
  Uzma: I’m actually touching up on my professional development .. hence, I'm here 
  David B: running 
  James Booth:@Karen - I'm in Kent and need scones! 
  Virginie Chasseriau: that's so good, yes and I froze them...  
  Sanjeev Kumar: its tea time here :) 
  Kate: Looking forward to Fiona's session on yoga on Thursday :) 
  Jayne Davids: Hi from Farnham, playing darts  
  Mary Lewis: jam first then cream LOL! 
  Karen Chambers: online yoga and book club on Zoom too 
  David B: have started training for 10k 
  Susannah Lowe: We did Joe Wicks workout the first month of lockdown :) 
  Annie: hahahaha! Just seen Uzma's kids’ comments!! brilliant.... 
  Uzma: So much online development out there 
  Astrid: Lots of time for introspection  
  Uzma: *blush* 
  Donald H Taylor: Sanjeev - it's a bad time to be talking about food. Coming up to 
tea time in India, Lunch time in UK  
  Karen Chambers:@James are you anywhere near Deal? 
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  Emma W: A lot of people I've spoken to are using lockdown to review what (and 
who) is important in life. I've been trying to grow my own vegetables and herbs as I 
focus on a healthier lifestyle 
  David B: ha ha ha yes it would. couldn’t do that before lockdown, but start with the 
couch to 5k app then go from there :)  
  Donald H Taylor: Emma - that sounds great 
  James Booth:@Karen - no, Meopham area 
  Sanjeev Kumar: :) Hope you doing well Donald 
  Donald H Taylor: Sanjeev - yes, thanks. Have been enjoying the conference 
  Con - Skillslive Learn: Love David 
  Luke Hemming: networking with a lot of librarians and checking out their resources 
  Keith Colvin: Hi from a cloudy Maidstone 
  Uzma: My son feels so bad he's making me a drink! Yeah success! 
  Donald H Taylor: The hashtag for Twitter: #LTSF20 
  Jayne Davids: Love growing my own veg - artichokes, sweetcorn, nasturtiums are 
crazy this year 
  Sanjeev Kumar: yes, great sessions planned.... thanks 
  Donald H Taylor: The recording, slides, chat and other supporting documents will 
be available from next week at: https://www.learningtechnologies.co.uk/digitalhub 
  Con - Skillslive Learn: Don’t want to steal David’s thunder but you must listen to him 
on this podcast: 
https://open.spotify.com/episode/0PJOvwTOSChyXJ8JVIrxyq?si=sVp_HIFwTvmLq_
We0FgZ4w 
Justin: do you need a LMS platform or what are your alternatives for digital corporate 
training 
  James Booth: @Justin - please can you add your question in the box on the left 
under the slides, otherwise it might get lost in the general chat 
  Martin Buursen: Amazing research metrics, David! Very welcome! 
  Keith Quinn: We've witnessed increased demand, but financial resources 
lagging  behind need 
  Con - Skillslive Learn: Superb research from David and @Fosway 
  Carol Ann: Robin Susanne have you downloaded the app software and then clicked 
on the App option? 
  James Trew: Really interesting stuff! 
  Kate: @Keith Have any of your procurement processes been short cut or made any 
quicker as a result of the pandemic? 
  Susanne Pollitt: Yes, I have tried numerous times now. Yesterday the app worked 
fine for me. Today somehow the sound doesn't work 
  Keith Quinn: The increase in demand has shoe a light on a skills gap in digital 
learning design 
  Con - Skillslive Learn: My dear friend the MOOC rears its head : ) 
  Hannah: Invested in Zoom 
  Robin: I've left and re-joined twice now  - still an issue. Will the session and 
associated resources be available to me afterwards. 
  rachel macdonald: robin - if you are in a CITRIX virtual environment Adobe doesn't 
work. Come in from your local browser and try again. 
  Emma W: @Robin - the sessions I've been in have had downloadable slides after 
the session and apparently the recordings will be available next week 
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   Donald H Taylor: The recording, slides, chat and other supporting documents will 
be available from next week at:  https: //www.learningtechnologies.co.uk/digitalhub 
  Robin: Thanks everyone. 
  James Booth: @Robin - yes, thew session is being recorded and will be published 
on the LTSF 2020 digital hub next week 
  Justin: any good sources for e learning ecosystem (LMS LXP etc) 
  Sanjeev Kumar: Justin- Microsoft Teams is going to take over LXP market 
  Sanjeev Kumar: Microsoft is going to make the learning war interesting 
  Uzma: Yes, that's what we're using:  Teams 
  Kate: @Justin - the 9-Grid report is a good place to start - the trends section is 
really valuable https: //www.fosway.com/9-grid/learning-systems/ 
  Emma W: Has anyone found "must haves" for the user journey? I.e. ability to 
access completed courses again or certificates for each course 
  Sanjeev Kumar: is there any learning technology strategy document that can be 
shared to refer 
  Alan Jerram: Highly recommend the 9-Grid reports 
  Helen dudfield: it’s all done to output value if it is teaching as well remotely as face 
to face - current climate do it! however are we good enough as a business in training 
measurement? 
  Justyna: very interesting statistic, thank you. How can you assess whether your 
company's adoption of digital learning is mature or not? 
  Christine Locher: Corporates would do well to realize they aren't always the fastest 
in town ;-) see what people already do and what works well and build on that... 
  JoJo: @Sanjeev Kumar:  interesting what you say about Microsoft teams as ppl are 
reporting that it’s a bit clunky 
  Keith Quinn: @justin - worth investing time in considering how you might apply 
xAPI and an LRS as a route to building a learning ecosystem 
  Uzma: It is.. I really do not like it 
  Natasia Hieber: lots of great data! will this be shared? 
  Con - Skillslive Learn: @Sanjeev = that is a very big statement - do you want to rely 
on MS for all your learning - not me 
  Justin: assume teams doesn’t provide content? like Learningpool 
  Tom: In my view, the only reason corporations take so long is the endless layers of 
middle management and red tape combined with a distinct lack of accountability for 
decision making 
  Vanessa: agreed Tom 
  Uzma: @Con - Skillslive learn (hi again), yes Teams is not great, at all... looking for 
another LMS 
  Con - Skillslive Learn: Teams has not been taken up as much as MS thought it 
would be 
  Nick: Feels like we are becoming more dependant (and accepting of)  SaaS 
(Software as a Service) PAYG (Pay As You Go) models. 
  Kate: @Natasia this will all be shared - there's a link here for the slides and 
resources 
  Kate: https: //www.fosway.com/research/next-gen-learning/learning-technologies-
summer-forum-2020/ 
  Giles: Teams usage is spiking massively... 
  Helen dudfield: digital step in learning managers and trainers is a barrier to 

https://www.learningtechnologies.co.uk/digitalhub
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adoption? 
  Con - Skillslive Learn: Uzma - todays sponsor Docebo is worth a look 
  Giles: they gained over 40 million business users in April alone. 
  Sofie: what does curated content cover? 
  Destinee Deely: Teams is not made to be an LMS 
  Alan Jerram: @Kate - good to 'see' you! 
  Tom: @nick Yeah, the SaaS and lowcode services are corrupting the market 
because "customers want it" but actually they just want good apps in a more 
reasonable time:  so train the staff better 
  michael halling: @Uzma:  Teams can be good if you integration rosters, attendees, 
completions etc 
  Uzma: Thanks @Con - Skillslive Learn 
  Teresa Rose: @Con - Teams driven by Bersin, as was Workday, as was LXP...I 
believe that approach often adds to the confusion and appears to be biased 
  Rick: Teams is good for general meetings and updates, but as a training tool, not 
great. Far better tools that enable you to make your virtual training engaging and 
interactive. The learner experience should be at the heart of what you use. Teams 
isn't quite there yet for me 
  Uzma: @Micheal halling - yes it is not bad for collaboration but not really as a LMS 
methinks.. just my opinion 
  Uzma: There are better things out there 
  Alan Jerram: @Rick - all down to what you have available. We only have Teams to 
work with, so have used it to deliver virtual sessions 
  Kate: @Alan you too *waves*! 
  Destinee Deely: @Uzma, you are completely right, it does not work the best as an 
LMS 
  michael halling: Agreed:  not on its own. It needs an LMS to drive it 
  Dawn Smart: @Rick - agreed. Connect, Zoom - great functionality for interaction 
  JoJo: @Rick I agree with you about Teams 
  Hannah: Really helpful, thanks David 
  Emma W: Having used both Teams and Zoom for meetings and seminars - Zoom 
is absolutely my preference 
  Nick: So do we need to focus on platforms that allow more tailored and open 
development and integration? 
  Con - Skillslive Learn: Teresa - you all need to listen to David's recent podcast 
  Karen Chambers: doing some training next week and organisation uses Teams. I'd 
prefer to use Zoom - any thoughts? 
  Con - Skillslive Learn: David refreshingly honest about LXPs 
  James Booth: @Emma - did you do anything other than video chat? 
  Roz: Tom, I agree about the lack of accountability and the red tape. 
  Con - Skillslive Learn: https: 
//open.spotify.com/episode/0PJOvwTOSChyXJ8JVIrxyq?si=e4m5vwgMSBSnuATcjA
_-Cg 
  Teresa Rose: @Con I did on Sunday - John's podcast? 
  Tom: @Roz thanks! 
  Beata Kotelko: Zoom is obviously not secure - have they fixed the issues yet? 
Adobe is my preference, really 
  Hannah: Thank you for podcast link 

https://open.spotify.com/episode/0PJOvwTOSChyXJ8JVIrxyq?si=e4m5vwgMSBSnuATcjA_-Cg
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  Uzma: Yes, but thank goodness we are not going back... 
  Kim Riddell: we are starting to use webex 
  Dawn Smart: @Beata - mine too 
  Emma W: @james booth - we held our AGM on Zoom! Used breakout rooms for 
voting and had co-hosts to manage questions while speakers presented 
  Con - Skillslive Learn: Teresa - yes - how good weas it 
  Martin Buursen: are there any best practices on having a LMS in MS teams or 
office 365? 
  Rick: Do many of you use WebEx training centre? We like it, but the cost is 
astronomical compared to others... 
  Uzma: Online/Digital Learning has moved leaps and bounds 
  Teresa Rose: @Con - I loved the BS call out. #things I'd love to say lol 
  Emma W: @Beata Kotelko - apparently it's safe when used with a pin 
  kriti: @Rick - we do use training centre, it is really good 
  James Booth: Zoom is great for video conferencing, teams is good for internal 
meetings, Connect is a structured content delivery platform.  they are all different 
  Tom: @Nick Yeah, almost certainly. I've actually been building my own alternative 
in C++ and Rust at home, to enable better development practices and learning 
  Teresa Rose: @Con - I liked Rob Briner's post on Teams too. A picture he posted 
on LI and Twitter 
  Tom: employer naturally has zero interest unless it's low code 
  Kim Riddell: Rick we are using it but only 3 licences for 7 of us 
  JoJo: @Karen Chambers:  Zoom gives more room for exploration,  interaction and 
creativity during the learning,  Teams.. I’d say more for capturing info after the event 
to refer to later 
  Beata Kotelko: @Emma, interesting, I need to check it out. A pity that Teams do not 
have enough options for remote sessions 
  Nick Denholm: MS Teams is not a great learning platform as it stands but they 
clearly have ambition to be a leader in this space. I don't think we could be a waiting 
a while for that to materialise 
  Virginie Chasseriau: Hi Teresa ! @Teresa Rose 
  Emma W: I've not enjoyed using Teams - too restricting when having meetings with 
people from other orgs re. sharing resources 
  Nick Denholm: *I do think 
  Teresa Rose: @Virginie - Hi 
  michael halling: @Emma W:  agreed, security is very tight on Teams for those 
outside your organisation 
  Gaby: I was on a webinar with a demo from LMS365 and how they are using MS 
Teams...super interesting! https: 
//www.elearningforce.com/?gclid=CjwKCAjwr7X4BRA4EiwAUXjbt1fRvlCsMx9BDDgf
Oz88uZTgzxo9vo9Qf72IMMLDvj4C4zYGzT785RoCJX8QAvD_BwE 
  Giles: @michael - that's down to IT, not teams 
  Karen Chambers: @JoJo - thanks that's what I thought too 
  michael halling: @Giles, agreed but that’s become a blocker 
  Anita Page: Thanks @Gaby 
  Martin Buursen: thanks Gaby! 
  Alan Jerram: Hi @Anita! 
  Emma W: @giles - that makes sense. The Teams meetings I've had are with local 

https://www.elearningforce.com/?gclid=CjwKCAjwr7X4BRA4EiwAUXjbt1fRvlCsMx9BDDgfOz88uZTgzxo9vo9Qf72IMMLDvj4C4zYGzT785RoCJX8QAvD_BwE
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government but the restrictions have been very frustrating for external orgs 
collaborating 
  Andy: We have our own virtual classroom software integrated with our LMS, which 
is working quite well so far! 
  Karen Chambers: Thanks @Gaby 
  Christine Locher: whoa, that diagram. 
  Uzma: @Andy what classroom software do you use? 
  JoJo: Teams better for internal training, harder if engaging with other external orgs, 
to which Adobe and Zoom seem better suited 
  michael halling: Anyone using Google and G-suite for sessions? 
  Emma W: @michael halling - we use g suite generally but board decided Zoom 
was best for video chats 
  Peter Cannings-Bushell: We’re trialling Teams for break-out rooms, but it’s not yet 
there - still recommend something like Webex Training Centre for group exercises 
  Nicole Bauch: @Michael Halling:  Yes we use Google for sessions 
  Christine Locher: YASSSSS to experience first. People come rattle the toolbox in 
your face when it isn't even clear yet if you need a new window or a pipe unblocked 
or a weed killer. 
  Con - Skillslive Learn: "Not just about a pretty user interface" - this is so important 
to grasp folks 
  michael halling: @Nicola, are you integrating that with an LMS pls? 
  Con - Skillslive Learn: Can't wait David.... 
  James Booth: the bid difference between zoom and adobe connect is the 
repeatability of the content delivery in connect, you set it up and that’s part of the 
content, it’s not based around screen sharing 
  Angela Van Gelder: We are Michael, works fabulous to deliver online classrooms, 
meet for video calls and the integration of Google Apps 
  kriti: @Con - I agree con, the software that offers more engagement is important 
  Beata Kotelko: Speaking of Learning Experience, what is your take on using e-NPS 
as one of measures? 
  Keith Quinn: Learning experience/blended learning has to have a focus on learning 
transfer 
  Andy: @Uzma Our developers created our own software - I don't want to advertise 
on here too much but if anyone wants more information they can contact me 
at andrew@qintil.com (we also have breakout rooms) 
  JoJo: it’s almost like we need a combo of teams, zoom, connect and webex. 
  Uzma: @Andy oooh cool. Thanks. 
  Justin: so teams is a collaborative tool not really a learning technology. 
  Con - Skillslive Learn: @JoJo - yes it can feel that way 
  Rick: @JoJo - the company that gets it right, will be very successful! 
  JoJo: @andy how long did it take to develop and is it costly 
  Karen Chambers: @JoJo - Yes! 
  Kate: URL is also here https: //www.fosway.com/research/next-gen-
learning/learning-technologies-summer-forum-2020/ 
  Nigel: thanks David, really useful session. 
  Teresa Rose: @Beata - there is a danger with NPS internally - where else are they 
able to go? And measures on future behaviour are not easy to predict. 
  Martin Buursen: Thank you so much , David; most insightful session! 

mailto:andrew@qintil.com
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  Alan Jerram: @Justin - I think it's what you make it. We see Teams as a good tool 
to deliver virtual sessions 
  Kate 2: Thank you!! 
  Vicky Wheeldon: Thank you! 
  Uzma: Thanks David 
  JoJo: @Rick you are telling me! they would be tremendously successful. 
  Jayne Richards: BRILLIANT!!! 
  Tony Launchbury: Thanks David 
  Sarah Slade: we're using a combination of Zoom and FUSE LXP and trying to 
blend  virtual classrooms with digital learning resources 
  Mo: Thank you 
  Nicole Bauch: Yes, we combine it with LMS O 
  Keith Quinn: Thanks David, really interesting presentation 
  Guillaume Kruger: Thank you so much! 
  IT: Great @David.. as usual, very informative and practical. 
  Paul Dearing: excellent - appreciate that 
  Andy: @JoJo a couple of months, but we're not the biggest company (yet)! 
  karen: thanks David a really great session! 
  Bartłomiej Polakowski: Great presentation, very useful 
  Louise: thank you 
  Debbie Webb: thank you 
  Paul Justice: Thanks David 
  Mary Goudge: Thank you David, an interesting presentation. 
  Merja AT: Thanks David! 
  Peter Cannings-Bushell: Thanks David - very handy update 
  Jenn: Thank you David - very useful! 
  Andy: Thanks David! 
  Geert Nijs: thanks David, interesting insights! 
  Sally: Thanks David, lots to think about! 
  michael halling: @Nicola Bauch, can I linkedin with you pls as I need to understand 
how? 
  Nicole Bauch: Thank you! 
  Reena: great , thanks David 
  Sarah Slade: Thanks  David 
  Nicole Bauch: Yes, Michael! 
  lynn: Thanks David 
  Sanjeev Kumar: Thanks David 
  amanda: lots to think about - thank you 
  michael halling: Where are you based 
  Donald H Taylor: The recording, slides, chat and other supporting documents will 
be available from next week at:  https: //www.learningtechnologies.co.uk/digitalhub 
  Victoria Visser: Thanks a lot, dear David : )  ....very insightful! 
  James Trew: Fascinating session, thank you! 
  Alan Jerram: Thanks @David and @Kate -  look forward to reviewing all the new 
research 
  kriti: Thanks a lot David, interesting insights! 
  Beata Kotelko: great data, lovely infographics, thank you! 
  yvonne connolly: thank you 

https://www.learningtechnologies.co.uk/digitalhub
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  Alan Jerram: Thanks @Don 
  Justin: seems like there are plenty of LMS and LXP (sometimes glorified LMS) so 
intrigued where the points of differentiation are? (e.g. content and curation, sector 
focused) 
  Kate: @Alan some great stuff coming (although I would say that!) 
  Con - Skillslive Learn: @Justin on last count I think over 700 LMS providers on  the 
market 
  michael halling: @Nicola Bauch, where are u based pls so I can find you? 
  Nick Denholm: Its becoming increasing important that learning experience becomes 
broader to include skills, talent strategy and careers pathing to ensure employees 
have a single narrative and experience to own their development 
  Con - Skillslive Learn: @kate - Can't wait - sounds exciting! 
  Kate: @Justin that's exactly what this new research is unpacking - looking forward 
to sharing after the summer 
  Nicole Bauch: https: //www.linkedin.com/in/nicole-bauch/ 
  michael halling: : -) 
  Christine Locher: I love a good mixed metaphor ;-) 
  Jayne Richards: Sacred cows being thrown out of the window - memorable way of 
putting it! 
  JoJo: how many ppl max are you all having in your virtual classrooms? 
  Keith Quinn: Quick v Well designed - David Keyy (the Learning Guild) talks about 
the difference between  "Emergency online teaching" and longer term learning 
design and the danger of seeing the emergency response as the new way forward 
  IT: The short term need to rush things out in a crisis always means cutting the 
influence of some people. Once companies get to grips with how to manage the new 
working and learning situations designers will be needed to make learning that gets 
applied (rather than the old academic style of designing for learning) 
  sorcha: @JoJo virtual classrooms - I am finding smaller groups work better for 
engagement so 8-12 
  Keith Quinn: oops my last post should read "David Kelly" 
  JoJo: @sorcha:  thanks. 
  Beata Kotelko: @jojo, depending on the type of learning you are planning, 20 max, 
ideally less than 15 
  Marie Daniels 2: the skill of collaboration is even more critical now 
  Anita Page: @Keith Quinn- that sounds interesting - I will definitely take a look at 
that 
  JoJo: @Beata Kotelko what do you mean when you say the type of learning? do 
you mean awareness r versus skills building 
  Sindhu: A design that force learners to think, reflect, act and re-create 
  Beata Kotelko: @jojo:  more focused on the knowledge versus focused on skills 
building. For the  latter, I would suggest smaller audiences and breakout rooms 
  James Booth: FYI - today we had over 530 people online in Adobe Connect 
  sorcha: @Sindhu - love this think, reflect, act, recreate 
  JoJo: Beata Kotelko- thanks 
  Keith Quinn: @Anita Page - We interviewed David (and Others) for our recent 
podcast episodes on the impact of COVID - https: //apple.co/34f2eBw https: 
//spoti.fi/33hgLva  
  Gaby: Totally agree @MarieDaniels - especially remote collaboration 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/nicole-bauch/
https://apple.co/34f2eBw
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  Sindhu: Sorcha - Yes I love realism and immersive experiences 
  Con - Skillslive Learn: CD rom learning 
  Martin Baker: Interactive Video Disc? 
  Kate: Ha, Martin you're showing your age now ;) 
  Martin Baker: haha 
  Uzma: : D 
  Anita Page: Thanks @Keith 
  Sonya: Sorry got to shoot, great session. Thank you David and Sarah 
  Sindhu: Bit size munching 
  James Booth: I s till remember writing training courses in pre windows MS WORD, 
and, people were amazed when I gave them the content on a floppy disk 
  Caroline Singleton: Interactive Video Disk - big shiny records : ) 
  Tom: Posting floppy disc libraries of learning libraries to employees 
  JoJo: have ppl used connect for smaller groups.. I find the screen sharing aspect to 
be more limited t than zoom and I connect is better for bigger groups like this 
conference 
  Christine Locher: so so true. Most organizations really don't have a content problem 
(as in, lack thereof...) 
  Caroline Singleton: I first became involved with distance learning in 1984 when 
involved with a pilot in interactive video 
  Sally: @Christine I agree, we have content coming out of our ears! 
  James Booth: @joJo - the screen sharing in Connect can be high res for smaller 
groups. but is designed to work on two monitors 
  Justin: is there anywhere that providers are benchmarked against each other by 
capability / focus 
  Bee Hemelryk: Great session - thank you 
  Tom: I've learned more from video games than I have from the workplace haha 
  Nick Denholm: Really interesting session, thanks Sarah and David 
  Charlotte 2: Great session - thank you so much! 
  Lisa 2: Many thanks 
  Martin Baker: brilliant... thank you 
  JoJo: @James Booth thank you 
  Beata Kotelko: thank you both 
  Mary Lewis: Interesting session thanks David and Sarah 
  Caroline Singleton: That’s both 
  Robin: Awesome - thanks for the insight 
  Dawn Smart: Very interesting - thank you 
  Steve: Good session and discussion. Thanks !! 
  Chantellr: Great session, thank you! : ) 
  Jonas Hultman: Thank you - great insights _: ) 
  Victoria Visser: THANKS A LOT, dear David : ) 
  Donald H Taylor: This session is now finishing. For a list of all the sessions taking 
place this week, please visit:  https: //www.learningtechnologies.co.uk/learning-tech-
summer-forum/ltsf-conference/ltsf-20 
  Alix Harrower-Dees: Fascinating session thank you 
  Sindhu: Thank you! 
  Sally: Thanks all, great discussion 
  Jayne Davids: Insightful session, thank you 

https://www.learningtechnologies.co.uk/learning-tech-summer-forum/ltsf-conference/ltsf-20
https://www.learningtechnologies.co.uk/learning-tech-summer-forum/ltsf-conference/ltsf-20


  Tuesday 14 July 2020 
 

 

  Fred W: brilliant David 
  Con - Skillslive Learn: Simply the best David! 
  James Trew: Great! Thanks! 
  Marie Daniels 2: thank you ! 
  Joe Parris: Thank you, David!  Very insightful. 
  Teresa Rose: @Tom my daughter has certainly enjoyed Roblox rather than school 
work 
  Karen Chambers: Thank you - great content 
  Christine Locher: Very insightful! 
  JoJo: Got a lot from the chat than any other session I’ve attended 
  Alice: Great session thanks 
  JoJo: thanks people 
  cath: thank you 
  Sunita Dhawan: Very interesting session. Thank you! 
  Helen dudfield: excellent 
  Virginie Chasseriau: Thanks a lot for a great session, very insightful 
  Keith Quinn: Thanks Davide Mar sin leat an-dràsta 
  Amanda Wilson: that was great 
  James Trew: bye 
  Lesley: thanks! 
  Leticia Ferraro: thanks 
  kunbi: thanks 
  Catherine Peters: Thank you. 
  Nik Mckiernan: Thanks 
  Laura Levy: thank you! 
  Con - Skillslive Learn: Thank you Docebo 
  tommag: thx 
  Nicole Bauch: Thank you very much! 
  Geraldine Nelson: Thank you 
  Kate: Thanks for all the great input everyone : ) 
  Gini Thomas: Thank you! 
  Marie Daniels 2: thanks for delaying ! 
  Matthew: Thanks for waiting! 
  Matthew: Done 
  Hillary: Is there a dial-in number to connect to audio? 
 


